For nearly three decades, the field of affective neuroscience has debated the question of how the brain is organized to process emotions, with considerable emphasis placed on the lateralization of these processes between the two halves of the brain. For the behavioral expression of emotion, evidence suggests that the anterior regions of the brain are organized asymmetrically, with the left cerebral hemisphere specialized for processing positive or approach-related emotions and the right hemisphere specialized for processing negative or withdrawal-related emotions (Davidson, [@B10], [@B11]). For the perception of emotional stimuli, however, the evidence for lateralization has been less consistent (Rodway *et al*., [@B47]). Two major theories of cerebral lateralization of emotional perception have been proposed: (i) the Right-Hemisphere Hypothesis (RHH), which posits that the right half of the brain is specialized for processing all emotions, regardless of affective valence (Borod *et al*., [@B5]), and (ii) the Valence-Specific Hypothesis (VSH), which asserts that each half of the brain is specialized for processing particular classes of emotion, with the left cerebral hemisphere specialized for processing positive emotions and the right hemisphere specialized for processing negative emotions (Ahern and Schwartz, [@B4]; Wedding and Stalans, [@B51]; Adolphs *et al*., [@B3]). While the RHH has received the most consistent support (Rodway *et al*., [@B47]), it has been difficult to reconcile this theory with a number of compelling reports suggesting a valence-specific organization of emotional perception (Natale *et al*., [@B41]; Canli *et al*., [@B8]; Rodway *et al*., [@B47]).

Since the late 1970s, numerous studies have demonstrated support for one or the other of these two rival hypotheses (Ley and Bryden, [@B34]; Reuter-Lorenz and Davidson, [@B45]; Natale *et al*., [@B41]; Reuter-Lorenz *et al*., [@B46]; McLaren and Bryson, [@B38]; Rodway *et al*., [@B47]). Support for each hypothesis comes from a common body of research with patients suffering from brain damage localized to a single hemisphere and studies examining visual field perceptual biases in healthy normal individuals. In some studies, patients with lesions to the right hemisphere have greater impairment in the perception of emotional faces, regardless of the valence of the expressed emotion, relative to patients with comparable lesions to the left hemisphere, providing support for the RHH (Adolphs *et al*., [@B2]; Borod *et al*., [@B5]; Adolphs *et al*., [@B1]). Other studies, however, find that unilateral brain damage to the left hemisphere impairs the perception of positive emotions while comparable right hemisphere lesions impair perception of negative emotions---evidence that generally supports the VSH (Borod *et al*., [@B7]; Mandal *et al*., [@B37]).

Compelling evidence for each of these hypotheses comes also from perceptual studies of healthy normal individuals. Many of these investigations have relied on experimental designs that capitalize on the inherent divided and crossed nature of the visual system, which projects information from one half of the visual perceptual field directly to the opposing hemisphere during the initial stages of sensory and perceptual processing (Levy *et al*., [@B32]; Wedding and Stalans, [@B51]; Hugdahl *et al*., [@B24]). A particularly intriguing paradigm for studying lateralized emotional perception has involved the use of facial expression stimuli that are artificially designed to project a different emotion to each half of the brain simultaneously (Levy *et al*., [@B33]). These 'chimeric' faces are composite expressions that are artificially created by splicing together opposing halves from two photographs of the same person expressing different emotions, such that one side of the face displays an emotional expression (e.g. sadness) while the other half is emotionally neutral. Studies using these and related techniques suggest that most healthy normal right-handed individuals show a clear perceptual bias toward emotional information falling into the left visual hemifield (i.e. projected initially to the right cerebral hemisphere) (Levy *et al*., [@B32]; McLaren and Bryson, [@B38]; Moreno *et al*., [@B40]; Hugdahl *et al*., [@B23]). Although a left visual hemifield (i.e. right-hemisphere) bias is often found for emotional perception in general, some studies of normal healthy volunteers have shown a valence-specific effect suggesting that negative emotions are recognized more readily within the left visual field (LVF) (i.e. right hemisphere), while positive emotions are recognized more effectively in the right visual field (RVF) (i.e. left hemisphere) (Reuter-Lorenz and Davidson, [@B45]; Natale *et al*., [@B41]; Reuter-Lorenz *et al*., [@B46]; Jansari *et al*., [@B25]; Rodway *et al*., [@B47]). Despite more than two decades of behavioral, cognitive neuropsychological and lesion studies testing these two competing hypotheses, there is still no clear consensus regarding which, if either, of these positions is correct.

To clarify this issue, we used Blood Oxygen Level Dependent (BOLD) functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) to examine lateralized brain activity in a sample of healthy women as they viewed a series of chimeric faces expressing either happiness or sadness on one half of the face and a neutral expression on the other half ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Using a technique known as backward stimulus masking (Esteves and Ohman, [@B18]; Soares and Ohman, [@B49]; Whalen *et al*., [@B52]), the chimeric facial expressions were presented so rapidly as to be generally imperceptible to conscious awareness and masked immediately by a neutral face from the same poser. Here we show that when the neurobiological substrates underlying the perception of emotional faces are studied using functional neuroimaging, brain regions consistent with both the RHH and VSH appear to be activated, suggesting that these two putatively rival hypotheses may not necessarily be in opposition after all. Fig. 1Masked chimeric face stimuli. Each trial consisted of two stimuli presented in rapid succession: (i) a 'target' chimeric face depicting an emotional expression on one half and a neutral expression from the same poser on the other half. There was an equal number of presentations of left-sided and right-sided stimuli. Each target chimeric expression was presented for 20 ms and was immediately replaced by (ii) a 'mask' face consisting of a photograph of the same poser expressing a neutral emotion for 100 ms. Participants provided feedback on each trial as to whether the poser was a male or female. Each trial was separated by a 3 s interstimulus interval.

METHODS
=======

Subjects
--------

Twelve right-handed healthy adult females volunteered to undergo fMRI while completing a facial affect perception task. Participants ranged in age from 21 to 28 years (*M* = 23.7, s.d. = 2.1) and were recruited from the local community of Belmont, MA, and from the staff of McLean Hospital. Volunteers were without significant history of psychiatric or neurologic illness and were required to have normal or corrected-normal vision with contact lenses. None of the participants had any previous exposure to the experimental stimuli and all were completely naïve to the fact that the study involved backward masking of stimuli or unconscious affect perception. Written informed consent was obtained from all volunteers and all were provided with a small monetary compensation. This study was approved by the human use review committee at McLean Hospital.

Unilateral masked affect stimulation tasks
------------------------------------------

Participants completed two masked facial affect perception tasks, the order of which was counterbalanced across subjects. Because of the long duration of each scan and to reduce the possibility of contrast effects and arousal differences between the two affective valences within the same run, the happy and sad conditions were collected as separate runs. The two tasks were virtually identical except for the primary emotion displayed by the target faces (i.e. happiness *vs* sadness). The duration of each task was 5 min and was divided into 25 alternating epochs, each of 12 s duration. The design of the task was complex, and alternated repeatedly among the following experimental conditions throughout the 5 min task: (i) crosshair fixation, (ii) fully presented affective faces masked by a full neutral face, (iii) unilaterally presented chimeric faces (i.e. half the face expressing an emotion and half the face neutral) masked by a full neutral face ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Half of these chimeric faces displayed the emotion to the left side and half displayed the emotion on the right. Data for the masked full face presentations have been reported elsewhere (Killgore and Yurgelun-Todd, [@B29]) and will not be discussed in this article. The stimulus faces were obtained from the Neuropsychiatry Section of the University of Pennsylvania Medical Center (Erwin *et al*., [@B17]) and modified for use in the present study. The stimuli comprised 24 black and white photographs of facial expressions posed by four male and four female actors simulating each of three different emotional states (i.e. happy, sad, neutral). During each trial, an emotional target face was presented for 20 ms and was followed immediately by 100 ms mask consisting of a neutral emotion photograph of the same poser ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). All trials were separated by a 3 s inter-stimulus interval. Because many emotional expressions tend to be displayed asymmetrically on the face (Borod *et al*., [@B6]), we attempted to control for any possible effects on perception resulting from facial morphology by presenting each target face at two separate times during the task, once in its normal orientation and a second time as a mirror-reversed image. The masked affect task was programmed in Psyscope 1.2.5 (Macwhinney *et al*., [@B35]) on a Power Macintosh G3 computer and presented from an LCD projector to a screen placed near the end of the scanning table and viewed from a mirror build into the head coil. Volunteers were not informed about the unconscious presentations of the stimuli prior to the study and were told only that they would view a series of facial photographs and make a judgment about the gender of the person in the photograph by pressing a button on a keypad. Button presses were always made with the dominant (right) hand.

Following the fMRI scan, participants were tested for recognition of the masked affect expressions. The participants were shown all 24 expressions to which they had been exposed and were asked to identify whether or not they had seen each expression. As described previously (Killgore and Yurgelun-Todd, [@B29]), these participants correctly identified the neutral masked faces with ease, scoring significantly above chance (i.e. 82% correct; *t*\[11\] = 4.76, *P* \< 0.001), whereas the masked sad (16% correct; *t*\[11\] = −5.25, *P* \< 0.001) and happy (9% correct; *t*\[11\] = −11.66, *P* \< 0.001) face expressions were recognized significantly below chance expectations. The fact that subjects scored below chance on the affective stimuli but not the neutral masks suggests that they clearly did not recall having seen the affective faces but were attending to the stimuli. This suggests that the masking procedure was successful at preventing conscious awareness of the masked stimuli.

Neuroimaging methods
--------------------

Functional MRI data were acquired on a 1.5 Tesla GE LX MRI scanner equipped with a quadrature RF head coil. Head motion was minimized with foam padding and a tape strap across the forehead. To reduce non-steady-state effects, three dummy images were taken initially and discarded prior to analysis. Echoplanar images were collected using a standard acquisition sequence (TR = 3 s, TE = 40 ms, flip angle = 90°) across 20 coronal slices (7 mm, 1 mm gap). Images were obtained with a 20 cm field of view and a 64 × 64 acquisition matrix, yielding an in-plane resolution of 3.125 × 7 × 3.125 mm. For this study, two scanning runs were performed per subject (one for each affective valence). During each run, 100-scans were collected over 300 s. At the outset of each scanning session, matched T1-weighted high-resolution images were also obtained.

Image processing
----------------

Prior to statistical analysis, the echoplanar images were realigned and motion corrected using standard procedures and algorithms in SPM99 (Friston *et al*., [@B19], [@B20]). The data were spatially normalized into three-dimensional stereotaxic space, spatially smoothed using an isotropic Gaussian filter \[full width half maximum (FWHM) = 10 mm\], and resliced to 2 × 2 × 2 mm.

The data were analyzed according to a standard two-stage random-effects approach (Penny *et al*., [@B43]). At the fixed-effects stage of analysis, individual design matrices were created for the masked happy and the masked sadness conditions for each subject. These matrices included all four presentation conditions (i.e. fixation, full face presentations, left-sided affective chimeric presentations and right-sided affective chimeric presentations) for the happy and sad affect conditions. Employing an event related design, each condition was modeled using the general linear model (Friston *et al*., [@B19], [@B20]), with 28 fixation crosshair presentations, 24 full face presentations, 24 left-sided affective chimera and 24 right-sided affective chimera, all presented at pseudo-random intervals. A high pass filter was used to remove low frequency confounds by applying the SPM99 default value of twice the longest interval between two occurrences of the most frequently occurring stimulus condition (i.e. 78 s). Low pass filtering based on the hemodynamic response function was also applied. This first level analysis produced four fixed-effects contrast images for each participant, including global brain activation due to: (i) masked happy left-chimera, (ii) masked happy right-chimera, (iii) masked sad left-chimera and (iv) masked sad right-chimera.

The four individual fixed-effects contrast images for each subject were subsequently entered into a series of random-effects parametric statistical analysis procedures in SPM99 (Penny *et al*., [@B43]). Three sets of random-effects analyses tested the significance of: (i) global activity during masked unilateral presentations of each affect (one-sample *t*-tests of each lateralized affective presentation against baseline activity), (ii) activity unique to each visual field presentation for each affect (i.e. paired-sample *t*-tests between lateralized presentations within each affect), (iii) activity unique to each affect within a particular unilateral visual field presentation (i.e. paired sample *t*-tests between affects within each visual field). All analyses were constrained to include only the cortical and subcortical tissue within the two cerebral hemispheres (i.e. excluding cerebellum and brainstem, which were not fully imaged in all subjects) by implementing the standard TD cerebrum mask implemented within the Wake Forrest University (WFU) PickAtlas Utility (Maldjian *et al*., [@B36]). The following parameters were used for the three analysis sets: (i) For the global analysis of each unilateral presentation (i.e. one-sample *t*-tests), the height threshold was set to *P* \< 0.001 (uncorrected), with the extent threshold set to 20 contiguous voxels. (ii) For the direct comparisons between visual fields within each affect (i.e. paired *t*-tests), the height threshold was set to *P* \< 0.005 (uncorrected), with the extent threshold set to 20 contiguous voxels. (iii) Similarly, for the direct comparisons between happy and sad affects within each visual field (i.e. paired *t*-tests), the height threshold was set to *P* \< 0.005 (uncorrected), with the extent threshold set to 10 contiguous voxels. To facilitate visualization, SPM activation maps are presented as 'glass brain' maximum intensity projections (MIP) in the standardized coordinate space of the Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI).

RESULTS
=======

General analysis of unilateral stimulation
------------------------------------------

The individual contrast maps from the four unilateral presentation conditions (i.e. happy LVF, happy RVF, sad LVF and sad RVF) were first subjected to a series of one-sample random effects *t*-tests against the null hypothesis of no activation. [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"} presents the local maxima, number of active voxels, and peak *z*-score for each of the significant clusters from that analysis. As evident in [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, all four conditions produced significant activation, particularly within the right hemisphere. To quantify the lateralized pattern of activation, an Asymmetry Index (AI) was calculated to indicate the directional ratio of suprathreshold voxels in the left and right hemisphere temporal lobe search regions (i.e. Right - Left/Right + Left) for each unilateral affective valence condition. The AI can range from −1.0 to +1.0, with greater negative values indicating relatively more voxels activated in the left hemisphere, whereas greater positive values indicate relatively more active voxels on the right (Detre *et al*., [@B14]; Killgore *et al*., [@B28]). As shown at the bottom of each illustration in [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, the asymmetry indexes were consistently within the positive direction (i.e. happy LVF AI = +0.60; happy RVF AI = +0.40; sad LVF AI = +0.37; sad RVF AI = +0.26), indicating a general asymmetry of activation favoring the right hemisphere for all four conditions regardless of lateralized presentation or affective valence condition. Fig. 2One sample *t*-tests for chimeric stimuli. Brain activity associated with each unilateral affective stimulation condition was tested relative to resting baseline using a one sample *t*-test (*P* \< 0.001, uncorrected). The top row shows happy chimera and the bottom row shows sad chimera. Relative to resting baseline, brain activity was greater in the right hemisphere during all four affective hemiface conditions regardless of affective valence (i.e. happy *vs* sad) or visual field of presentation \[i.e. Left Visual Field (LVF) *vs* Right Visual Field (RVF)\]. Maximum intensity projections (MIPs) in the axial plane show similar activity in the primary visual cortex and greater right hemisphere activity for all four conditions. Table 1Significant clusters of activation (one-sample *t*-test) for happy and sad chimeric faces according to the visual field of affect presentationRegions of activationActive voxels*xyzz*-scoreUnilateral masked happinessLVFR. Inferior parietal lobule10844−42504.28R. Middle occipital gyrus9738−72164.23R. Pre-central gyrus6944−10363.93R. Calcarine cortex60910−8643.89R. Middle temporal gyrus3268−3843.69R. Fusiform gyrus3440−42−243.69R. Inferior temporal gyrus3562−56−103.59R. Inferior frontal gyrus (operculum)465216263.37RVFR. Calcarine cortex80010−8444.09R. Middle occipital gyrus6338−70163.85R. Inferior parietal lobule7044−42503.81R. Middle temporal gyrus8768−3823.73R. Inferior frontal (trigone)21582063.67L. Middle temporal gyrus71−58−42−103.66Unilateral masked sadnessLVFR. Calcarine cortex235610−8445.12R. Middle frontal gyrus737346484.55L. Inferior frontal (trigone)41−502883.99L. Supplementary motor area64−62563.95R. Superior temporal pole27608−83.94R. Globus pallidus6818−483.89R. Supplementary motor area444−2643.84L. Precentral gyrus84−524303.82R. Superior temporal pole254420−203.79R. Middle temporal gyrus3154−36−143.75R. Superior temporal pole83284−243.67R. Middle frontal gyrus23385283.64R. Thalamus3410−24123.49L. Putamen31−186103.47L. Superior temporal gyrus25−60−1043.46L. Middle temporal gyrus75−38−4−283.41RVFR. Calcarine cortex228310−8424.81R. Middle frontal gyrus208328464.61L. Supplementary motor area100−102544.24R. Superior temporal pole1354820−224.06R. Inferior frontal (operculum)2325612303.96L. Inferior orbital frontal20−3626−183.93R. Supplementary motor area664−4643.86R. Globus pallidus17218−263.76L. Superior temporal gyrus132−60−1043.71L. Pre-central gyrus65−524303.64L. Inferior frontal (operculum)33−501483.62L. Putamen39−16683.52R. Middle temporal gyrus2052−32−163.50R. Middle orbital frontal gyrus321056−24.79L. Superior orbital frontal gyrus26−2254−63.31[^1]

Visual field contrasts
----------------------

The unique contribution of each lateralized presentation relative to the activation produced by its mirror image projecting the affective expression to the opposing visual field was also evaluated. By directly contrasting the activity produced during the LVF affective chimeric face presentations with that produced by the identical mirror-image right affective chimera, we isolated the activity that was unique to each lateralized field of presentation, while eliminating voxels activated in common between both lateralized conditions. This was accomplished by paired *t*-tests between the two lateralized presentations separately for each affective valence condition.

Happy affect
------------

### LVF \> RVF

As seen in [Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, for happy chimeric faces, unilateral LVF presentations (i.e. LVF--RVF contrast) yielded significantly greater activity within two brain regions, both of which were within posterior aspect of the right hemisphere (middle temporal and fusiform gyri), leading to a total rightward lateralization of suprathreshold activity (AI = +1.00). Fig. 3Comparisons between lateralized stimulus conditions. Brain activity associated with unilateral LVF presentations was compared directly to activity associated with unilateral RVF presentations using paired *t*-tests. Regions showing significant differences (*P* \< 0.005, uncorrected) between the two lateralized presentation conditions are displayed on the MIPs in the axial plane. Happy hemifaces presented to the LVF produced significantly greater activity in the posterior right hemisphere (fusiform gyrus and middle temporal gyrus) than when presented to the RVF (top left). In contrast, happy hemifaces presented to the RVF produced greater activity in the right lateral orbitofrontal cortex and left fusiform/parahippocampal gyrus (top right). For sad hemifaces, LVF presentations produced greater activity predominantly in the posterior right hemisphere compared to similar RVF presentations (bottom left). In contrast, RVF presentations produced greater activity in the left orbitofrontal cortex and basal ganglia when compared to identical LVF presentations (bottom right).

### RVF \> LVF

In contrast to the LVF presentations, unilateral presentations to the RVF (i.e. RVF--LVF contrast) led to separate major regions of activation, with two small clusters of activity located in the parahippocampal gyrus and fusiform gyrus of the left hemisphere and one large cluster of activation in the right orbitofrontal cortex ([Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} and [Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}). Overall, the number of activated voxels slightly favored the right hemisphere (AI = +0.17). Table 2Significant clusters of activation during direct comparison of left *vs* right-lateralized presentations (paired *t*-test) for Happy and Sad chimeric facesRegions of activationActive voxels*xyzz*-scoreUnilateral masked happinessLVF\>RVFR. Middle temporal gyrus4150−7223.11R. Fusiform gyrus2638−52−203.02RVF\>LVFR. Inferior orbital frontal gyrus1744846−104.22L. Parahippocampal gyrus71−18−36−123.48L. Fusiform gyrus52−32−32−143.16Unilateral masked sadnessLVF\>RVFR. Middle temporal gyrus7650−46123.46R. Lingual gyrus6928−7223.44R. Precuneus23114−72423.40R. Superior parietal lobule11118−46703.27L. Supramarginal gyrus40−46−36323.07R. Middle occipital gyrus2542−72302.93RVF\>LVFL. Inferior orbital frontal gyrus93−2822−163.88L. Caudate34−1210123.20R. Caudate421424−83.08L. Middle orbital frontal gyrus40−1058−42.94[^2]

Sad affect
----------

### LVF \> RVF

For sad chimeric faces, unilateral LVF presentations (i.e. LVF--RVF contrast) produced strongly right-lateralized activity (AI = +0.86) that was exclusively restricted to the posterior brain regions, including the temporal lobes, parietal lobes and visual processing regions of the lingual gyrus, precuneus and occipital cortex.

### RVF \> LVF

In contrast, RVF presentations (i.e. RVF--LVF contrast) of sad chimera led to an exclusively anterior pattern of activation that was predominantly lateralized to the left hemisphere (AI = −0.60; [Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} and [Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}), including the middle and inferior orbital frontal gyri and head of both caudate nuclei.

Valence specific contrasts
--------------------------

The cerebral responses unique to each affect were also examined separately for each lateralized presentation. This was accomplished via paired *t*-tests between the happy and sad chimeric stimuli separately for each lateralized presentation. Coordinates of local maxima for these analyses are presented in [Table 3](#T3){ref-type="table"}. Table 3Significant clusters of activation during direct comparison of Happy *vs* Sad chimeric faces (paired *t*-test) separately for left-lateralized and right-lateralized affective presentations.Regions of activationActive voxels*xyzz*-scoreLeft visual field affectHappy \> sad------------------Sad \> happyR. Insula270426−163.97L. Insula105−4014−63.59R. Anterior cingulate gyrus124830183.49L. Middle occipital gyrus71−20−86183.32L. Fusiform gyrus140−36−6−283.30R. Lingual gyrus6910−60−43.29R. Posterior cingulate gyrus2510−44143.21L. Middle frontal gyrus49−344803.15R. Post-central gyrus3328−34563.09R. Inferior temporal gyrus3146−18−223.08L. Anterior cingulate gyrus23−232163.00L. Supramarginal gyrus53−62−32362.98R. Middle cingulate gyrus2220−6442.97R. Middle frontal gyrus32448402.78Right Visual field affectHappy \> sadL. Middle temporal gyrus110−52−38−103.20R. Middle temporal gyrus2948−74162.95Sad \> happyR. Insula199428−163.66L. Insula94−4014−63.45L. Superior frontal gyrus60−304803.23R. Middle frontal gyrus28328523.23R. Lingual gyrus2710−60−43.22L. Fusiform gyrus77−32−2−403.14R. Inferior orbital frontal gyrus244828−62.88[^3]

LVF
---

### Happy \> sad

[Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"} shows that for unilateral LVF presentations, there were no regions where happy affect was associated with greater activation than sad affect (i.e. happy -- sad contrast). Fig. 4Comparisons between valence conditions. Brain activity associated with happy *vs* sad stimuli restricted to a single visual field was compared using paired *t*-tests (*P* \< 0.005, uncorrected) and displayed on MIPs in the axial plane. For LVF stimuli, there were no regions where unilateral happy hemifaces produced greater activation than unilateral sad hemifaces. In contrast, sad hemifaces presented to the LVF produced significantly greater activity across a distributed bilateral network of affective brain regions when compared activity produced by matched happy hemifaces. For RVF stimuli, happy hemifaces produced significantly greater activity in bilateral middle temporal gyri, whereas sad hemifaces restricted to the RVF produced significantly greater activation within several distributed affect regions of both hemispheres when compared to comparable happy hemifaces.

### Sad \> happy

In contrast, sad affect in the LVF produced significantly greater bilateral activity (AI = +0.16) than similar presentations of left-sided unilateral happy affect ([Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Most prominently, sad affect was associated with greater bilateral activation within the insular cortex, as well as a distributed network of regions including the anterior cingulate gyrus, frontal cortex, temporal cortex and visual object processing regions ([Table 3](#T3){ref-type="table"}).

RVF
---

### Happy \> sad

For unilateral RVF presentations, happy affect (i.e. happy -- sad contrast) was associated with significant left-lateralized activation in posterior brain regions (AI = −0.58) when compared to sad affect. As shown in [Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, this pattern included activation of the middle temporal gyrus in both hemispheres, particularly on the left.

### Sad \> happy

Consistent with the aforementioned findings for the LVF, the RVF contrast of unilateral sad *vs* happy faces produced significant activity across a distributed network including the insular and frontal cortex, as well as posterior visual object processing regions. This pattern was generally bilateral (AI = +0.09), with only slightly more activated voxels in the right relative to the left hemisphere ([Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}).

DISCUSSION
==========

Utilizing a classical neuropsychological face perception paradigm during fMRI, we show that two long competing theories of lateralized emotion processing the RHH and the VSH (Demaree *et al*., [@B13]), may not provide mutually exclusive accounts of the lateralization of affective perception. It appears, instead, that the underlying neural processes specified by these two hypotheses may operate concurrently as interrelated components of a bi-hemispheric distributed emotion processing system. First, the present data show a consistent pattern of greater right-lateralized activation for all affective tasks, regardless of valence or visual field of stimulation ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}), providing general support for the RHH. Second, when specific visual fields and affective valence conditions were statistically contrasted, unique patterns of lateralized activation were associated with each combination of stimuli, providing support for the RHH in some instances and for the VSH in others.

Left visual field presentations
-------------------------------

When emotional face stimuli, regardless of valence, were presented unilaterally to the LVF (i.e. direct projection of emotion to the right hemisphere), there was consistently greater task-related activation within the posterior right hemisphere compared to identical lateralized presentations of affect to the RVF (i.e. initial left hemisphere projections). These findings are consistent with the RHH, which postulates that the right hemisphere would be activated by either happy or sad stimuli because of its presumed dominance for processing emotion (Borod *et al*., [@B5]). A second set of contrasts, however, added clarification to these findings by demonstrating a valence specific component as well. For example, when restricted to the LVF, sad emotional expressions produced significantly greater activity distributed throughout both hemispheres relative to matched happy chimera in the same visual field. In fact, for unilateral LVF presentations, there were no brain regions where happy chimeric expressions produced greater activity than matched sad chimera. This finding modifies the previously mentioned data supporting the RHH, suggesting that the magnitude and extent of activation produced by LVF presentations was modulated by the affective valence of the stimulus. Moreover, the greater responsiveness to LVF presentations of sad relative to happy faces is consistent with predictions of the VSH, which suggests that the right hemisphere is particularly specialized for processing negative affect (Ahern and Schwartz, [@B4]; Wedding and Stalans, [@B51]; Adolphs *et al*., [@B3]). Thus, for LVF stimuli, the right hemisphere was significantly more activated than the left for both affects (i.e. consistent with the RHH), but was particularly responsive to sad relative to happy stimuli (i.e. consistent with the VSH).

Right visual field presentations
--------------------------------

Compared to LVF affective presentations, RVF chimera (i.e. direct projection to the left hemisphere) were associated with predominantly anterior cerebral activation, including orbitofrontal cortex and ventral striatum. Furthermore, the asymmetry of anterior activation differed according to the valence of the expression, with happy expressions in the RVF associated with right-lateralized anterior activity and sad expressions associated with left-lateralized anterior activity (i.e. consistent with the VSH). A second set of contrasts, directly comparing happy and sad affects during RVF stimulation showed further that right-lateralized happy chimera produced significantly greater activity in the left middle temporal gyrus relative to matched lateralized sad expressions, suggesting that this region may be particularly important in processing positive facial affect. Right-lateralized sad expressions, on the other hand, produced greater bilateral activity distributed among a number of affect processing regions such as the insula, frontal cortex, fusiform gyrus and lingual gyrus, than right-lateralized happy expressions, consistent with other accounts of distributed neural processing of faces (Vuilleumier and Pourtois, [@B50]).

A tentative working model
-------------------------

Based on these findings, we postulate two interrelated systems in operation during affective face processing. First, there appears to be a dominant posterior right hemisphere system that is specialized for emotional perception in general, regardless of valence, but which is particularly well-suited for processing the subtleties of negatively valenced facial affect. We found that the right hemisphere was more extensively activated than the left by a masked affect task, regardless of valence or visual field of input, suggesting that affective information in general is transferred to the right hemisphere in a manner consistent with the colossal relay hypothesis of Zaidel ([@B53], 1985, 1986; Zaidel *et al*., [@B57], [@B56]). When considered in this light, these findings provide functional imaging support for the RHH (Levy *et al*., [@B32]; McLaren and Bryson, [@B38]; Moreno *et al*., [@B40]; Hugdahl *et al*., [@B23]; Adolphs *et al*., [@B2]; Borod *et al*., [@B5]; Adolphs *et al*., [@B1]). Second, there also appears to be a non-dominant posterior left hemisphere system that has only limited emotional processing capabilities, necessitating downstream elaboration by anterior cortical and subcortical regions. This downstream processing appears to involve valence-specific lateralized activation of orbitofrontal cortex and ventral striatum. During RVF presentations, negatively valenced stimuli appear to activate left anterior regions, while positively valenced stimuli appear to activate right anterior regions ([Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). Fig. 5Proposed model of regional interactions. The present findings were used to outline a tentative model whereby the posterior right hemisphere is dominant for processing all facial affective stimuli regardless of valence, but is also particularly specialized for processing negative affective stimuli. In contrast, the posterior left hemisphere is postulated to be relatively less effective at processing affective stimuli in general and must, therefore, rely on downstream processing within the prefrontal cortex bilaterally to evaluate the significance of the affective stimulus. This prefrontal system appears to recruit the left and right anterior regions in a valence specific manner. Top left: Happy affective stimuli in the LVF are initially projected to the right hemisphere primary visual cortex and then intra-hemispherically to nearby posterior temporal and fusiform regions for further analysis. Top right: In contrast, happy stimuli in the RVF are first projected to the primary visual cortex of the left hemisphere. Because the left hemisphere is relatively less specialized for processing facial affect, such information is sent downstream for further elaborative processing. Happy affect in this hemisphere appears to activate left fusiform and left middle temporal gyri and is further projected bilaterally to the prefrontal cortices for elaboration and comparison, leading to valence specific activation of the right prefrontal cortex. Bottom left: Sad affective stimuli from the LVF would be directly projected to the primary visual cortex of the right hemisphere. Because of the superiority of the right hemisphere for processing affect, and negative affect in particular, very little transfer distance would be required for valence-specific elaboration. Consequently, negative facial affect cues in the LVF would be expected to be more rapidly and efficiently processed than any other affect/visual field combination. Bottom right: In contrast, sad affective stimuli in the RVF would be particularly disadvantaged, as they would be sent to the non-affect dominant left hemisphere. Due to the relative non-specialization of the left hemisphere for processing affect, the information would be subsequently relayed to the anterior regions for further elaboration and comparison. Because there exist many more categories of negative emotion than positive, the processing of negative affect in the left hemisphere is likely to be particularly inefficient. Globally, this model predicts that LVF presentations should generally be superior to RVF presentations, regardless of valence, but further suggests that RVF presentations of happy expressions will typically result in superior processing than identical presentations of sad expressions.

Interestingly, the pattern of prefrontal activation yielded by RVF affective stimuli was lateralized in a manner opposite from the traditional 'left = positive/approach' and 'right = negative/withdrawal' pattern suggested in some models (Davidson *et al*., [@B12]; Davidson, [@B10]). It is possible that the prefrontal cortices are engaged bilaterally in the downstream processing of the information (Vuilleumier and Pourtois, [@B50]), but that the lateralized pattern of activation presently observed represents greater neural inefficiency or increased regional effort invested toward processing affective information by the half of the prefrontal cortex that is less specialized for that particular emotion. Furthermore, assuming that the left hemisphere is in fact poorer at processing facial displays of emotion relative to the right, it is likely to have greater difficulty discriminating among the complexities of the wide range of negative emotional expressions, of which there exist at least four or five basic categories (e.g. anger, sadness, disgust, fear and perhaps contempt) (Ekman, [@B15], 2004). In contrast, positive emotional expressions may be comparatively less demanding to identify, because positive emotions can roughly be subsumed under a single broad category of 'happiness', the most easily identified of all emotions (Kirouac and Dore, [@B30]; Esteves and Ohman, [@B18]; Hugdahl *et al*., [@B23]). Consequently, positive expressions in the RVF and projected to the emotionally non-dominant hemisphere may be identified more easily than negative expressions, due to the limited processing necessary for recognizing the general category of positive emotions. Of note, this pattern is actually more consistent with a direct access model of hemispheric processing (Zaidel, [@B53], [@B54], [@B55]; Zaidel *et al*., [@B57], [@B56]), which posits that affective information may be processed to some extent by either hemisphere, but that it will be most effectively processed when projected directly to the hemisphere most specialized for affective processing. Thus, not only could the present model account for the findings of the RHH (Levy *et al*., [@B32]; McLaren and Bryson, [@B38]; Moreno *et al*., [@B40]; Hugdahl *et al*., [@B23]; Adolphs *et al*., [@B2]; Borod *et al*., [@B5]; Adolphs *et al*., [@B1]), but it may also account for some of the behavioral findings supporting the VSH as well (Reuter-Lorenz and Davidson, [@B45]; Natale *et al*., [@B41]; Reuter-Lorenz *et al*., [@B46]; Jansari *et al*., [@B25]; Rodway *et al*., [@B47]; Lee *et al*., [@B31]; Pourtois *et al*., [@B44]). Assuming this model of brain activity relates to behavioral performance, one might expect to find support for the RHH under most circumstances when lateralized affective presentations are compared across hemispheres (e.g. LVF sad *vs* RVF sad), but may find support for the VSH on some occasions when valenced stimuli are compared within hemispheric presentations (e.g. RVF happy *vs* RVF sad).

The use of a backward masking paradigm in this study ensured that stimuli were projected initially to one visual field or another by virtue of the fact that the stimulus presentation times were faster than the response time necessary to move the eyes toward the lateralized affective target stimulus as it appeared in one visual field or another. This strength also serves as a limitation, as the findings cannot be validly generalized to presentations that are consciously recognized. Some evidence also suggests that the lateralization of emotional perception may be affected by individual difference variables such as gender (Harrison *et al*., [@B21]; Killgore and Gangestad, [@B27]), handedness (Rodway *et al*., [@B47]), or even current mood state (Mikhailova *et al*. [@B39]; Killgore and Cupp, [@B26]; Compton *et al*., [@B9]). Such variables were held constant or not assessed in the present study and cannot, therefore, be addressed here. Functional imaging studies that examine such factors will undoubtedly further our understanding of this complex system. It also needs to be emphasized that, although the present findings were discussed in terms of possible stages of temporal and spatial processing (e.g. Vuilleumier and Pourtois, [@B50]), the temporal resolution of fMRI is extremely limited. Future investigations would benefit from the use of alternative technologies such as magnetoencephalography (MEG) which can provide considerably more refined resolution of cerebral responses over brief time periods.

At least two major assumptions were also critical to our interpretation of the data. First, we generally interpreted the increased BOLD activation as evidence of greater cognitive and neural processing. This may not necessarily be the case, as there is some evidence that suggests that greater activation may represent less efficient processing or greater cognitive effort due to task difficulty (Neubauer *et al*., [@B42]). This concern cannot be answered by the present findings and will require further research. Further, the present results rely heavily upon the 'subtraction hypothesis', which assumes that brain activity during one cognitive state can be validly differentiated from that of another state via simple subtraction of the two conditions. Here we contrasted mirror-image chimeric faces, assuming that the neutral components would cancel out. The validity of such methods is still a matter of ongoing discussion (Sartori and Umilta, [@B48]; Hautzel *et al*., [@B22]), and future research may attempt to employ alternative methods to the chimeric presentations used here, such as full face presentations to each hemifield.

Overall, these functional neuroimaging findings suggest a complex lateralized emotional perception system that encompasses processes subsumed by both the RHH and VSH. Future research may be advanced by focusing on understanding the functional interrelationships among the components of this distributed system rather than continuing to debate the relative merits of two hypotheses that appear to be addressing separate but interrelated components of the same system. By applying functional neuroimaging to a long-standing debate within affective neuroscience, it is now possible to see how two apparently contradictory hypotheses may, in fact, both be correct, once we have the capacity to step back and visualize the system as a whole.
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[^1]: Note: L, left hemisphere; R, right hemisphere; LVF, left visual field; RVF, right visual field. Atlas coordinates are from the MNI standard atlas, such that *x* reflects the distance (mm) to the right or left of midline, *y* reflects the distance anterior or posterior to the anterior commissure and *z* reflects the distance superior or inferior to the horizontal plane through the AC-PC line.

[^2]: Note: L, left hemisphere; R, right hemisphere; LVF, left visual field; RVF, right visual field. Atlas coordinates are from the MNI standard atlas, such that *x* reflects the distance (mm) to the right or left of midline, *y* reflects the distance anterior or posterior to the anterior commissure and *z* reflects the distance superior or inferior to the horizontal plane through the AC-PC line. *P* \< 0.005 (uncorrected), *k* = 20 voxels.

[^3]: Note: L, left hemisphere; R, right hemisphere; LVF, left visual field; RVF, right visual field. Atlas coordinates are from the MNI standard atlas, such that *x* reflects the distance (mm) to the right or left of midline, *y* reflects the distance anterior or posterior to the anterior commissure and *z* reflects the distance superior or inferior to the horizontal plane through the AC-PC line. *P* \< 0.005 (uncorrected), *k* = 20 voxels.
